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The variational calculation of Siegert eigenvalues has previousis been shown to proride reliable positions and widths for 
atomic resonances. This approach is herein extended to molecutsr problems, and the tirst such calcuhtions for 3 molecular 
autoionizing system, tie42 rv3S) + If + He + H+ i- e-. are reported. 

As the aurhors have recently demonstrated [ I]. the 
v3riati&al c3lcu~ation of Siegert eigenvalues is a most 
promising approach to the determination of atomic 
autoionization positions and widths, in that results of 
useftd accuracy rzm be obtained with quite modest 
basis sets_ in addition, this approach is advanageous in 

that it involves no approsimation (such as neglect of 
non-resonant processes, use of free particle orbit& in 

“golden rule” formulne, etc_) other than the finiteness 

of the basis set itself, it provides stable convergence to 
the correct result for increasing basis sets, it avoids 
the ambiguity of iooking for “stability” of the eigen- 
value 3s the basis set (or rotation angle, in the rotated- 
coordinate method) is varied, and it in principle re- 

quires little more than standard electronic structure 
technology_ In this !etter, we extend the methods to 
molec&r problems and present reliable results for the 
He(2 3s) f H and He@ 1 S) f H Penning ionization 
systems- 

Our procedure for the atomic case is briefly sum- 
marized as follows: We choose an atomic trial function 
tit of the form 

(1) 
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where C’~i], i = 1, ___, I\‘- 1 are bound, Welectron con- 
figurations which decay (exponentially at large dis- 
tances), while 0 is an Welectron configuration in- 
voIving 3 combination of the ground state of the 
@I - I)electron system with a function which asymp- 
totically behaves like an outgoing Coulomb wave with 
wave vector X- (the Siegert orbital). The Siegert eigen- 
values are determined by requiring that the functional 

I[+,1 = J+i(q , _--. qf)[H(rI. ---. rfif) - WI 

X 9,(r,. ---. r,f)*, .-.$lf (3-I 

be stationary with respect to variation of the coeffi- 
cients fci)_ (The conjugate function *$.~f is defined by 
taking the complex conjugate of all spherical harmon- 
ics in +t but not of the radial functions [2]_) This 
Ieads in the usual way to a secular equation for the co- 
efficients {Ci), which when soIved yields 3 complex 
eigenvalue t’,(k) which we identify on physical grounds 
as corresponding to the resonance_ (The eigenvalue 
E,(k) is comples because the hamiltonian matrix is 
complex symmetric, and it depends on k because the 
Siegert orbital does.) One then needs to choose the val- 
ue of k to satisfy the equation 

J?;(k) - $2 = 0 ) (3 

which requires iteration_ 
The major practical difficulty in extending this pro- 
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cedure to more complicated (Le., moIecular) systems 
lies in computing the hamrltonisn matrix elements 
which involve the Siegert orbital. For the autoioniza- 
tion of a neutral system, this function takes the form 

PI 

@,,,, @) = p/k eiX_r r (1 - e-r)‘f2YI,,,(f) I (4) 

it thus has the form of a linear combination of com- 
plex Slater functions. If the bound orbitals of the ba- 
sis set are chosen as gaussian functions, the resulting 
matrix elements invohdng 0 cannot be computed 
analytically_ On the other hand, if the bound orbitals 
of the basis are chosen as Slater functions, all the mo- 
lecular matrix elements cannot be computed analyti- 
cally, even in the case of a diatomic system_ Since 
numerical integration is thus unavoidable for a mo- 
lecular calculation, we decided to perform our first 
moleculsr calcuiations on diatomic systems and em- 
pioy a basis of Sister orbit&. The systems we chose 
to investigate are the He@ ‘S) -I- H and He(2 IS) i- H 
Penning ionization reactions. These particular systems 
have several desirable quaiities: (I) Since they contain 
only three electrons, extensive electronic structure 
calculations are feasible. (2) Feshbach projection oper- 
ator technique results are available for comparison 
for both systems [3--53. (3) Sufficient experimenta 
data e_xIsts [6-91 with which to compare ionization 
cross section results obtained from the computed po- 
tentials and widths- 

The main theoretical consideration in extending 
our procedure to molecular systems is that the prob- 
lem no longer possesses spherical symmetry. In the 
language of a partial wave analysis, this means that 
SIegert orbit& of s, p, d, etc., symmetry can all con- 
tribute to the trial function, just as the bound orbit& 
of those symmetries do. It is important to point out, 
however, that the Siegert boundary condition for such 
a multichannel situation requires that there be only 
outgoing radial waves in all channeIs (Le., in all partial 
waves in this case), so we thus include Siegert-type 
orbitals of s, p, d, ___, symmetry in the basis. Since 
only the asymptotic (r 4 =) form of the Siegert or- 
bitals are uniquely specified, they may be centered on 
either nucleus (because asymptoticaily, a positive 
charge on either nucleus is equivalent), and since the 
ionized electron departs primarily from the He atom 
[3 3 in He* f H --* He f H* -I- e-, we centered them on 

the He nucleus in the hope that only a few partial 
waves would be required to descrrbe the*resonance. 
This turns out to be the case. 

The only remaining theoretical question is how tG 

define the Siegert configuration. First, we note that 
only nz = 0 Siegert orbita& need to be considered for 
the problems we are studying, as they possess X sym- 
metry. Then for each O&), I = 0, 1,3-, __., we wish to 
consider configurations which have the form of O/(r) 
times the remdining two-eIectron HeH’ core. Since 
the dominant configilration in bHeH+ is I&,+ Hf, we 
take for our Siegert configurations those configurations 
which correspond to an orbital occupancy @a@PbOl, 
where @a and Qb are 1s orbitals on He. 

The calculations presented in this section were per- 
formed with modified versions of the HETINT and 
MRINO programs written by Schaefer [IO] _ Since all 
integrals were performed numerically, it was not nec- 
essary to determine analytic expressions for the inte- 
grals involving the Siegert functions. The program was 
then tested in two ways- (1) the He(2 IS) resonance 
results obtained previously [ I] were reproduced by 
this program; (2) setting Xr to 3 pure imaginary num- 
ber (and thereby making 0, a purely real function) 
gave the same results as the corresponding bound cal- 
culation. 

From eq. (4) 1~ e note that the form of the Siegert 
function is such that the numerical integrals cannot 
in general be evaluated at Im(k) < 0, where eq. (3) 
has the root we desire. To circumvent this problem, 
we first performed the calcuIation of E&Y) for Im(k) 
0, fit the results to a rational fraction, and attempted 
to analytically continue this fitted function to the re- 
gion Im(k) < 0. Unlike the atomic case [I 3, however, 
E_,(k) varied too strongly LX ith X; for this procedure to 
be useful. A much more successful approach was to 
perform the numerical integration along a rotated con- 
tour_ That is, if a function j(z) is analytic in the upper 
half z-plane, say, then the integral 5; dxf(x) along the 
real a_xis is equivalent to the integral along a ray of 
angie CY in the complex plane: 

/o dxf(x) = pe’u d=f(--) = eia f dx_IQ-eia) . (3 
I3 0 0 

Since the HETINT progrnm [lo] performs the numer- 
ical integrations in ellipsoida! coordinates (& n), only 
the $ integrations (on the interval [ 1 ,-I) need to be 
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pefforrned on a rotated contour, which is defmed by 

~=I+<x-I)e-iQ. x=1+-. (6) 

For real values of k (which proved to be close enough 
to the true k for our calculations), a rotation angle 
Q = 0.15 K ixdians produced integrals wivith an error of 
<IO-8 au (and which are independent of the precise 
value of a)_ 

The set of bound, Slater type orbit& &ed in the 
calculations presented here is the same as that used by 

J%c!unan et al_ [4] in a golden rule calculation of 
He@ 3s) f H, except that the z orbitaIs are not in- 
cluded_ The orbital basis was then augmented with 
Siegert functions 0, of E, p, and d symmetry centered 
on He_ Since the change in the final r was 1es.s than 
20% upon addition of O,, the inclusion of onIy these 
three Siegert orbital symmetries was considered suffi- 

cient_ For the Cl uaIculation, all 22 configurations 
arising from the bound orbitaIs (240) were retained. 
To this set, 4 Siegerr configurations were added for 
each Siegert orbital symmetry_ These configurations 
have the form @,aba1 where a, and Gjb are the Is and/ 
or Is’ functions on He. The fmal CI calculation was 
thus performed with 252 configuratiorx As the reaI 
resonance energies at each internuclear separation had 
already been computed for our systems by the stabili- 
zation technique [3], we could easily determine an ap- 
proximate value for the real part of the true complex 
resonance momentum. The resonant eigenvaIue Ei(X-> 
was then computed for five closely-spaced real k points 
bracketing this approximate value. The five resulting 
E$c) values were fit to a Iow-order rational fraction, 
which was then analytically continued to the region 
lm(k) < 0 and the root eq. (3) was found by a Newton- 
secant iteration_ 

The resuIts for the reaI resonance energies as func- 
tions of the internuclear separation (i.e., the potential 
curves) are plotted in figs. I and 2 for the singIet and 
tnpIet systems, respectively, and are compared with 
the results from the stabilization technique [3,4]. We 
see that in both cases the general agreement is quite 
good_ Rest&s for the singlet and tripfet ionization 
widths as functions of R are shown in figs. 3 and 4 and 
compared with the goIden rule results of Miiler et al. 
[3] and Hickman and Morgner [S]. For the triplet 
case, our width agrees well with both goIden rule Cal- 
culations, although it seems to favor the results of 
Hickman et al. [4]. For the singIet system, our width 
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Fig_ 1, Potenti curves for He(2 ‘S) + H. The solid curve is 
the present result. obtained from the reai 2xrt.s of the Siegert 
eigenvalues for various values of R. The &,hed curve was ob- 
tained by the stabilization method (see ref. [3]). The corre- 
sponding asymptotic limits are indicated by arrows. 
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Fig_ 2. Potentia! curves for He(2 3S) + H. The solid curve is 
the present result, obtained from the real parts of the Siegert 
eigenvahes for various va!ues of R. Tht other curves were ob- 
tained by the stabiition method_ The dashed curve was 
taken from ref. [4], whiIe the dot-dashed curve was *aken 
from ref. [3]. The corresponding asymptotic limits are indi- 
cated by arrows. 
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Fig. 3. Autoionization widths I? for He(2 t S) + H_ The solid 
curve is the present result. obtained from the imaginary pxts 
of the Siegert eigenvalues for various values of R. The dashed 
curve was obtained by the golden rule method (see ref. [5]). 
T&e dashed extension of the solid curve is an assumed resulr. 
as rhe imaginary part of the Siegert eigenvalues for R = 8 ao 
was below the limit of accuracy for the calculation. 
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Fig_ 4_ Autoionization widths r for He{2 3S) t H. The solid 
curve is the present result, obtained from the imaginary parts 
of the Siegert eigenvalues for various values of R. The other 
curves were obtained by the golden rule method. The dashed 
curve was taken from ref. [5], while the dot-dashed curxe 
was taken from ret‘. [ 3 ] - 

is somewhat iarger than Hickman’s [S] _ Since Hickman 
[5] found that ro obtain good agreement between his 
calculated ionization cross section results and those of 
experiment [9] his width would have to be increased 
by about a factor of 2-5, and since our results are be- 
tween a factor of 2 and 3 larger than Hickman’s for 
I? 2 4 ao, we feel confident that cross sections cdcu- 
lated from our potential and width would be in very 
good agreement with experiment. Such calculations 
are currently in progress. 

Variational calculations with Siegert boundary con- 
ditions thus seem to be 3 practical and reliable way to 
carry out ab initio calculations of the energy and life- 
times of molecular autoionizing states. 
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modifying the HETINT program and to Professor H-F. 
Schaefer for helpful discussions regarding the calcula- 
tions_ We are also happy to acknowledge stimulating 
discussions with Professor C.W. McCurdy regarding 
Siegert eigenvalues. This work was supported by the 
Division of Chemical Sciences, Office of Basic Energy 
Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy. 
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